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Teachers QUESTION BANK FOR ENGLISH:WRITING 

Question 1: (Composition) 80 WORDS 

Write a paragraph based on the picture. 
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another  – late -tired–pushed  –arrived  – arrived–queue -people –bright    Help Box: 

bus – disheartened-surprise-broken-laughing 

an hour -  surprise – broken- cried- laughing 
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Question 2: Write an email to your friend about a new house you just bought. (80 

words) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helping Box: pretty excited, badly wanted, commercial areas, double story, guest 
room, dining room, lower story, fun, activities 
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Question 3: (Composition)  

Argue for or against the statement below using a formal argument. {An apple 

a day keeps the doctor away}. (80 words) 
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Question 4: Read the passage and write a short summary. (70 words). 

         Osama was assigned a big project in his social studies class. He wanted to do well 

on the project, but he knew it was a lot of work. He thought it would be boring, too. Osama 

had two weeks until the due date. Osama could have gone home and started the project. 

Instead, he put it off. He went skateboarding with his friends at the park, and he played 

video games with his brother. When his mom suggested he clean his room, Osama happily 

cleaned. He chose to do anything other than the project. Osama suddenly panicked as he 

remembered the due date. The project was due tomorrow! He hadn’t even started. He was 

too afraid to tell his mom. She would not be happy about this. Immediately, Osama began 

scrambling to figure out how he could get the project done on time. At school the next day, 

Osama turned in his finished product. Osama was not proud of the work he had completed. 

He believed it would have been much better if he spent more time on it. Osama wished that 

he had been more responsible. 
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strongly, each fruit, importance, diet, stay clear, immune system, equally,    Help Box: 

less 

an hour -  surprise – broken- cried- laughing 

Helping Box: story- importance- responsibility- social studies project- happily- 
panicked- product- proud- realized responsible 
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Question 5: Write a paragraph to compare between regular education and 

online education. 
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Helping Box:  choose - education - study online – Regular –features-

different-communicate – fulfilling- lack-involves – conclusion – 

technology-traditional-replace 


